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Abstract
A continuum-based design sensitivity analysis (DSA) method for geometrically nonlinear systems with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions is developed to topologically optimize the displacement–loaded nonlinear structures.
In the adjoint variable method, the solution space requires just homogeneous boundary conditions even if the original
system has nonhomogeneous ones. A design sensitivity expression for the instantaneous rigidity functional is derived
for the displacement–loaded nonlinear topology optimization. The tangent stiﬀness is obtained at the end of the
equilibrium iterations in the nonlinear analysis of the original system; this stiﬀness is used in the DSA so that no
iteration would be necessary to evaluate the design sensitivity expressions. In force–loaded systems, the solution dose
not converge easily because the material distributes sparsely sometimes during optimization. However, when the displacement–loaded system is used, there is no convergence diﬃculty.
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1. Introduction
Over the past few years, many researchers have studied design sensitivity analysis (DSA) methods for
structural systems. Design sensitivity is deﬁned as the variation of performance measures with respect to the
design variables [8]. In the continuum DSA approach, the design sensitivity expressions are obtained by
taking the ﬁrst-order variation of the continuum variational equation, which represents the structural
system. The continuum DSA methods developed so far can handle several types of design variables. In this
paper, a continuum DSA method for material property variation is considered for use in the topology
design optimization.
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Topology optimization is a method that helps designers to ﬁnd a suitable structural layout for the required structural performances. Ever since Bendsøe and Kikuchi [2] introduced the homogenization
method, other methods have been developed for topology optimization. Design variables are the parameters of material distribution for each sub-domain of the discretized structural system. Therefore, many
design parameters are used to ﬁnd the best material distribution. The gradients of design parameters,
known as design sensitivities, are required in gradient-based optimization methods.
The conventional topology optimization method ﬁnds the best design of a linear structure that yields the
stiﬀest structure by minimizing the compliance. The structure may deform excessively because the material
in the structure becomes too sparsely distributed during optimization. In linear analysis, the abnormal
deformation is not a critical matter because the consequence of the analysis, i.e. deformation, is never
further used. On the other hand, in nonlinear incremental analysis, the results from the previous load step
are again used to proceed to the next load step. Therefore, if the previous load step yields an unrealistic
deformation, the iterative solution method may have diﬃculty in convergence [3,9,10]. However, in this
paper, prescribed displacements are used so that no such an erroneous deformation is occurred. Thus, the
nonshape continuum DSA method that has homogeneous displacement boundary condition is extended to
problems with nonhomogeneous displacement boundary condition. The adjoint variable method (AVM) is
used to eﬃciently compute the design sensitivity. Displacement and rigidity are selected as the performance
measures for use in the topology optimization. The developed DSA method combined with a gradientbased optimization algorithm is used in the topology optimization problems [4,5].

2. Nonlinear problems with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions
The equilibrium of a deformable body can be expressed, by using the principle of virtual work in total
Lagrangian formulation [1,6,7], as
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where z, z, Z and Z are displacement, virtual displacement, trial solution space, and variational space,
respectively. Sij ðzÞ, eij ðzÞ, bi , and Ti are the second Piola–Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor, the Green–Lagrange strain
tensor, body force intensity, and surface traction, respectively. 0 X and 0 Ct are the structural domain and
traction boundary at initial conﬁguration, respectively. The spaces Z and Z are deﬁned by
Z ¼ fz 2 H 1 ðXÞ : zi ¼ di on Cd ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3g
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Z ¼ fz 2 H 1 ðXÞ : zi ¼ 0 on Cd ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3g:
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The Green–Lagrange and virtual strain tensors are deﬁned by
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Note that the diﬀerentiation is taken in the initial conﬁguration (0). The constitutive relation is deﬁned by
Sij ðzÞ ¼ cijkl ekl ðzÞ;

ð6Þ

